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Why Recycle?

• Saves energy 

• Conserves resources 

• Reduces pollution

• Cuts waste disposal costs 

• Saves valuable raw materials

• Reduces trash in landfills



SCOPE OF HSK

• Duble Shaft Shredders

• Single Shaft Shredders

• Granulators

• Crackers

SCOPE OF RENSO

• Magnetic Separators

• Bag Openers

• Conveying Systems

• Sorting Systems

• Screen Technologies

• Drying and Dewatering
Systems



What Is Recycling?
We all make rubbish each day. Rubbish is not good 
for the planet we live on and if we don’t do 
something to reduce the amount of rubbish in our 
world it could damage it.

To lower the amount of rubbish in the world we 
can recycle. 

Recycling means taking objects and using the 
materials they are made from to make something 
new. 









Hazardous Waste



Paper and Cartboard







HSK 

DOUBLE SHAFT 
SHREDDER

CRACKER

GRANULATORS

SINGLE SHAFT 
SHREDDER



DOUBLE SHAFT SHREDDERS

HSK has developed and installed shredding solutions for end-of-
life tyres disposal. In accordance to the final dimensions reached 
after the process, the tyres can be added to the RDF mix (Refuse 
Derived Fuel, in addition to other materials such as cardboard, 
textile, plastic) by cement plants, steel mills and plants for energy 
recovery in alternative to other traditional energy sources.
The proposed shredders are used as the first stage operating a 
volumetric reduction (without enhancement of final size) or as 
primary elements and/or secondary within more complex 
processing lines for achieving a size suitable for burning or for 
metal and textile separation.

Using HSK shredders, car tyres can be processed directly, while 
a bead removal from truck tyres is highly recommended in order 
to increase the productivity and to enlarge the lifetime of the 
blade set.



SINGLE SHAFT SHREDDERS

These single shaft shredders are suitable for processing plastic 
(purges, and plastic in general, pipes and profiles, PET bottles, etc.), 
MSW, RDF, SRF, wooden pallets and green wood, paper, confidential 
documents, cardboards, electric cables, textiles and big bags, for a 
throughput between 800 and 5000 kg/h.

The dimensions of the screens available are from 2 to 50mm.



The high-speed, single shaft Heavy Granulator is ideally 
suited for the initial stage of granulation. The Heavy 
Granulator can be used for size reduction of materials 
like: 
• Electronic and electrical waste (i.e. WEEE) 
• Cables (pre-chopped) 
• Aluminium scrap (all types) 
• Shredder light fraction (SLF/ASR) 
• Municipal solid waste (i.e. MSW) 
• Plastics

GRANULATORS



CRACKER

The CRACKER-HPC series includes machines for normal, 
everyday applications in the plastics processing industry, 
besides the injection or blow moulding machine as the central 
granulator for larger parts, as edge trim cutters and for many 
more application possibilities. Grinders in the HPC series can be 
supplied with rotors from 400to 850 millimetres in diameter, a 
working width from 1000to 2000 millimetres and drive 
performances from 22 to 320 kilowatts.



RENSO

MAGNETIC 
SEPARATORS

ELECTROSTATIC 
SEPARATORS

SORTING 
SYSTEMS

CONVEYING 

TECHNOLOGY

SCREEN 
SYSTEMS

BAG OPENERS



MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

OVERBELT TYPE 
MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

HALF DRUM 
MAGNETIC SEPARATORS



MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

PULLEY
MAGNETIC SEPARATORS



Because Aluminium is a conducted light material, it is influenced by the 
rotating magnet with North-south poles. This generates an eddy 
current. Aluminium pieces crossing this area get accelerated and separated.
So if your product consists of different materials you can either design for 
disassembly, then separate on form or shred into parts.
For Aluminium the loop today is nearly closed. From all the Aluminium
material ever produced 75% is still in use. For automotive and building the 
recycling percentage is above 95%. Since manufacturers know exactly which 
alloy they prefer, manufacturers offer more and more to take their product 
back in return at the end of its lifetime. Although the recycling system in 
Europe is quite efficient and for environmental reasons this is not necessary, 
economically it can be beneficial. The closed loop of Aluminium will become 
shorter and more efficient. Just by the fact Aluminium is worth it.

For household waste several possibilities are used. 
About 70% of all the Aluminium throw away is captured 
and reused. A welcome advantage here is Aluminium = 
money. So instead of costing money to burn or landfill it 
delivers income. For separation different processes can 

be used. E.g. like eddy current.

EDDY CURRENT SEPARATORS



ELECTRO STATIC SEPARATORS

The product is separated into the components, depending on electroconductivity in the 
combined field of corona discharge with the electrostatic field.
The initial product is fed to the receiving electrode (drum), which rotates and is under a 
positive potential.
In interelectrode space all particles are charged with negative ions of air. Conductive 
particles going out from the zone of corona digit, are recharged, accept the sign of charge of 
receiving electrode and push off from it.
Deflecting electrode, having the same potential as corona electrode, creates an uneven field, 
assists an earlier deviation of conductive fraction from receiving electrode and increasing the 
efficiency of the separation on the conducting and non-conducting products. Non-conductive
particles having negative charge are held on a drum and are removed by cleaning roller.



TROMMEL SCREEN

The RENSO trommel drum cylinder is used to separate materials by 
size, separating the biodegradable fraction of mixed municipal waste or 
separating different sizes of crushed stone. Contractors may screen 
their site debris into two fractions; a saleable topsoil for farms, 
nurseries and site-work, as well as cleaned rock for aggregates or 
landscaping work. This allows the contractor to resell their waste, 
instead of incurring the cost of sending it for disposal.

Features
-Heavy duty robust build
-Low maintenance
-Various plate and mesh sizes
-Screen drums made to customer specification

- Rotating screening drum with option of rotating brushes for 
self-cleaning
-Screening of even the heaviest materials, with multiple 

fractions possible
-Four Wheel drive
-Deep lift bars on drums provide aggressive screening action
-Electric or hydraulic
-Dust and acoustic covers available
-Fully enclosed sound attenuated trommels
-Numerous permutations on diameter and length for 

customers exact requirements.



MANUEL SORTING SYSTEMS



WHY     
SORTING      

IS  SO 
IMPORTANT  

?

MONEY

FUTURE

EARTH



SCRAP TYRE
20 $ /TON

CLEAN WIRE
245 $ /TON

RUBBER
165 $ /TON

TYRE RECYCLING



E-WASTE RECYCLING

500 $ /TON

1600 $ /TON1100 $ /TON 5000 $ /TON410 $ /TON



CABLE RECYCLING

2000 $ /TON

6200 $ / TON 120 $ /TON 180$ /TON



PET   RECYCLING

480 $ /TON

860 $ /TON 500 $ /TON 460  $ /TON



PLASTIC RECYCLING

280 $ /TON

600 $ /TON



WHITE APPLIANCES RECYCLING

410 $ /TON 1500 $ /TON 300 $ /TON

280 $ /TON




